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Abstract. Open Self Medication1 is a Web application that better in-
forms people when treating undiagnosed medical ailments with unpre-
scribed, over the counter drugs, i.e., self-medicating. The application
achieves this goal by providing a set of functionalities that ensure safety
and efficiency of this practice. With safety, we mean that the system
guides the end-user from a set of common mild medical signs to adapted
molecules and drug products, but also highlights the risks, e.g., drug in-
teractions, adverse events, of self prescribing a drug in a given situation.
The efficiency argument corresponds to providing a rating, based on a
tolerance/efficiency ratio designed by a team of health care professionals,
to some identified self-medication molecules. A main characteristic of this
application is that almost all the data processed by the system and pre-
sented to the end-user comes from a subset of the LOD datasets, namely
DrugBank, DailyMed, Sider and DBPedia. This paper motivates the de-
sign of such an application, provides the design choices, describes some
implementation details and presents lessons learned and future work.

1 Motivation

In OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries,
due to the emergence and wide distribution of new drugs as well as the aging
of populations, the consumption of pharmaceuticals keeps increasing every year
and in 2009, the associated bill has been estimated to USD 700 billion, i.e.,
19% of the total health spending [6]. It is considered that this rise of drug
products consumption has not been followed by an improvement of the general
public’s medical knowledge. That is, the general public totally relies on the
skills of health care professionals when it comes to consuming drugs. This is
quite risky since this same OECD document reports that self-medication or
over-the-counter (OTC) pharmaceutical products typically account for around
15% of the total spending. This is exacerbated since 2008, the beginning of the
financial crisis, with self-medication, i.e., the act of treating undiagnosed medical
ailments with unprescribed drugs, being considered one of the most dynamic
drug markets for pharmaceutical companies. Most experts of the domain consider
that this practice will accentuate in the coming years and countries, like France,
are already switching molecule sets from originally prescribed to OTC and thus
opening them to the self-medication market.

1 http://srvisis01.univ-mlv.fr/selfMed/



Due to the increasing practice of self-medication, many government agencies
are calling for the development of educational tools targeting the general pub-
lic on health and medical issues. At the same time, other government agencies,
usually in the same countries, are requesting to implement computerized appli-
cations based on open data. This project aims to satisfy both calls by developing
a self-medication Web application fueled on Linked Open Data sets dedicated
to drugs and medicine. We consider that using open data is one of the most ef-
ficient ways to collect data and knowledge on the medical domain at large scale
[4]. Moreover, as explained in [5], semantic technologies will prove to be amongst
the most reliable methods to search into these data sets.

This project leans on the experience of implementing a similar system for the
French market. Together with Pr. Jean-Paul Giroud (PhD, MD, former pharma-
cology WHO expert), we have contributed to the practice of a safe and efficient
self-medication by releasing several books, recently [3], and web applications, one
of which has been accessible for 4 years to the 6 million clients of three major
insurance companies in France. Recently, an iOS application has been released
and is thus accessible to everyone purchasing the Web application. Intuitively,
this application aims to provide objective (i.e., not influenced by pharmaceu-
tical companies), adapted to the general public information on drug products
sold in France. In just a few interactions, one can select a symptom and obtain
information on associated therapeutic classes and drugs. A main feature of this
application is to rate drugs on an efficiency/tolerance ratio given the molecules
contained in the drug. The cornerstone of the system is a drug database which
is the result of years of medical and pharmacological research. The back office
of the Web application is based on the use of a main ontology which has been
designed an enriched using inductive reasoning over the drug database [2]. More-
over, this ontology serves in ensuring and enhancing the data quality of the drug
database by performing some molecule oriented inferences [1].

Essentially, none of the data contained in our French system are originating
from the open data initiative, hence the challenge of developing one almost solely
based on LOD datasets and still be of practical value to the general Web users.
The main motivation of this project is to develop a self-medication application
adapted to the north American market by leveraging on our experience on the
French system by using open data represented in Semantic Web technologies.

2 Design choices

The design choices concerning this application were mainly motivated by the re-
sults of investigating the LOD datasets relevant to the domain of self-medication.
The datasets we formally considered were DrugBank, DailyMed, Sider, DBPedia,
LinkedCT, Diseasome and FreeBase. We finally retained only the first four since
the others were not adapted in terms of items represented (e.g., diseasome) and
medical skills required by the end-user to understand the information contained.
A in-depth study of our selected datasets rapidly emphasized that the central
concept of our application would not be the same as our French system. The



central concept in the French system corresponds to a Drug for the following
reasons: (i) a unique identifier is provided to each drug product being sold in
France, (ii) information sources are available, although distributed over several
providers, on these products and (iii) market evolution on these products are
also available, i.e., emergence and withdrawal of products. Thus it is possible
to maintain an almost exhaustive and accurate drug database for these drugs.
It also enables us to rate drugs, in addition to rating molecules, which is quite
useful in cases of compound drugs containing several molecules with different
dosages. In the case of drugs found on LOD, we have not found an accurate and
consistent list of drugs available on the market at a given time. For this reason,
we currently have decided to only rate molecules and to consider non compound
drugs, which generally have higher rates and better properties, i.e., less drug
interactions, contraindications, side-effects.

Then comes the question of selecting the molecules fitting in self-medication?
Replying to this question is not easy since we can not rely exclusively on the
fact that a drug is OTC or not. For instance, in France, some drugs are OTC
but we do not recommend them for self-medication due to their characteristics,
e.g., contraindications. Our selection method uses our inductively developed on-
tology [2]. Intuitively, we have selected the most self-medication relevant clinical
signs and molecules in terms of their properties, generated SPARQL queries from
navigating along the subsumption hierarchy of molecule concepts and executed
those queries over our RDF repository. Our first approach was based on identi-
fying molecules with the WHO ATC classification but we rapidly found out that
this identifier is sparsely used in DrugBank and DBPedia, the central dataset of
our application. So we complemented our ontology with a new identifier solution
based on DrugBank keys. This processing step was performed semi-automatically
using different sources such as DBPedia and over classifications, e.g., EphMRA.
At this stage, we also found out that some molecules could not be matched
because they could not be found due to their non-commercialization in North
America (anyway, most of them were badly rated on the French system and
considered useless by many experts).

We now consider the access to those molecules from a user interface point
of view. After several tentatives on the French systems, we found out that it is
more convenient for the end-user to access molecules and drugs from mild clinical
signs. This enabled us to design a classical self-medication scenario: the end-user
selects an entry among the most frequent self-medication related symptoms, a list
of adapted molecules is then displayed with short indication and its rating (from
A to E). More information, e.g., contraindication, side-effects, food interactions
and drugs, can be obtained from selecting a molecule. Finally, among the list
of drugs, some of them, i.e., those that provide useful information and relevant
in a self-medical context, can be selected to get more information, i.e., adverse
events, precautions, warnings. Because we were not satisfied with the amount of
drug information one can retrieve from LOD datasets, the molecule information
page provides a link to DrugBank pages providing drug prices (Figure 1).



Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Dextromethorphan molecule

In order to inform the general public on non self-medication molecules and
drugs, the application also proposes to access information on all drugs and
molecules obtain on the LOD datasets were using. Up to now, we do not provide
ratings for these molecules since, for deontological reasons, we should not pro-
mote them in a self-medication context. Finally, to complete the self-medication
service, we propose the end-user to locate the pharmacies surrounding his cur-
rent or a given place. This tool suggests the ten closest pharmacies and provides
driving/walking directives. For this service, we harvested the web for pharmacy
coordinates in France and the US.

3 Implementation details

The Web application uses HTML5 and CSS3 for the user interface and programs
are written using PHP, Javascript and its JQuery library. The geolocation page
(Figure 2) uses the Google Map API version 3 and the navigator HTML5 ex-
tension. Concerning the LOD datasets, we are not using SPARQL endpoints
due their relative unreliability2. Instead, we loaded some dumps and put them
on our own OpenRDF Sesame triple store. We are using the phpSesame PHP
Client library which enables to access OpenRDF’s Sesame Framework via HTTP

2 http://labs.mondeca.com/sparqlEndpointsStatus/index.html



requests. All non RDF data, i.e., list of mild clinical signs, molecules and their
ratings as well as pharmacy coordinates, are stored in a Mysql database instance.
A stored procedure enables to compute the geodesic distance between a given
latitude/longitude pair and coordinates of the stored pharamacy coordinates.
Retrieving data from these datastores is performed using REST services which
are using SPARQL and SQL queries. We are aiming to propose an API for these
services in order to enable interested developers to access them directly.

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the geolocation page

4 Lessons learned

The development of this application emphasizes the heterogeneity and data qual-
ity issues of the data contained in some LOD datasets. In terms of heterogeneity,
some molecules are lacking some important properties, e.g., ATC or DrugBank
molecule identifiers, and are not properly linked to other datasets. Although
some drug products are well documented, others are totally absent. At the same
time, some important properties are missing for some popular drugs.

It was not a surprise to discover that the content on diseases, molecules and
drugs on datasets such as LOD are mainly targeting the community of health
care professionals. Studying them, we found out that some information are still
comprehensible for the general public.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a free, open source
repository of addresses of health care actors and care facilities. Such datasets



are highly desirable for developers aiming to implement applications providing
directives to hospitals, clinics, pharmacies, etc.

5 Conclusion and Future works

We consider that this application already provides useful information to the
general public on mild clinical signs and self-medication molecules. Nevertheless,
we were disappointed with the correctness and completeness of drug information.
In order to deal with these issues, we have decided to show only those drugs that
satisfy a certain quality, i.e., given in terms of correspondences with our own
ontology. An unavoidable task for such a system is to update the datasets in our
repository, i.e., we aim to periodically load dumps of the used datasets We also
hope to get user feedbacks to improve the system and develop new features.

In terms of future work, we consider several directions. A first one is con-
cerned with implementing a similar tool for health care professionals since the
content of the LOD datasets are more oriented to their skills. We already know
that many general practitioners in France are using either the books or appli-
cations we have produced on self-medication. Pursuing in the general public
direction, we aim to develop a multilingual version and to adapt some property
terms to make them less idiosyncratic to medicine.
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Appendix: Compliance with Semantic Web Challenge Re-
quirements

Compliance with minimal requirement

XThe application has to be an end-user application
By definition, a self-medication application targets the general public.
We have designed a user-friendly interface that enables to obtain drug
information within 4 steps.
XInformation sources used should be under diverse ownership or control
The four information sources used in this project are under different controls:
LOD datasets, data extracted from the Web on drug store locations,
our self-medical ontology and molecule ratings which are our own.
XInformation sources should be heterogeneous
Several data formats have been used on the project: RDF data from different
LOD datasets, CSV and XML concerning drug store geolocation, OWL for our
ontology and relational data for molecule ratings and symptoms.
XInformation sources used should contain substantial quantities of
real world data
We have collected around 20.000 drug store locations (including address,
latitude and longitude), our ontology contains more than 5.000 molecules
and the amount of triples in our datasets are close to 2 million triples.
All are real world data.
XMeaning must be represented using Semantic Web technologies
An OWL molecule ontology supports the selection of molecules considered in
the application. All molecules and drugs information are represented in RDF.
An OWL reasoner and SPARQL queries are used through the process of
molecule selection and data retrieval.
XData must be manipulated/processed in interesting ways
Section 3 presents some details on retrieving the most informative and
understandable for the general public data from our selected LOD datasets.
XSemantic information processing has to play a central role in achieving
things that alternative technologies cannot do as well, or at all
Reasoning over the semantics attached to a graph of molecules would not be
possible with other technologies. The complete stack of technologies:
ontology languages, triple stores, query language and reasoners are
absent or not as mature in alternative technologies, e.g., relational or graph
databases.

Compliance with additional desirable features



XThe application provides an attractive and functional Web interface
With a 4 steps approach, the end-user selects a symptom, obtains a molecule
set, gets information on a molecule its drugs. Moreover, he can localize a
nearby drug store and gets driving or walking directives. The application is
implemented using HTML5/CSS3 application and hence enables usage
on a Web connected terminal (tablets, smartphones).
XThe application should be scalable
The application uses all data that is currently relevant to the self-medication
domain on the Semantic Web. The architecture of the application is able to
process larger data, e.g., different sources for adverse events, but the domain
surrounding self-medication is finite and of a limited size.
XRigorous evaluations have taken place that demonstrate the benefits
of semantic technologies, or validate the results obtained.
The quality of the information displayed to the end-user is checked using our
molecule ontology and a set of mappings to standard terminologies.
XNovelty, in applying semantic technology to a domain or task that have
not been considered before
To the best of our knowledge, we do not know of any self-medication
application using semantic technologies and open datasets.
XFunctionality is different from or goes beyond pure information retrieval
not been considered before
By using the semantics that is encoded in our molecule ontology, our
application goes beyond traditional information retrieval.
XThe application has clear commercial potential
The french, non open data self-medication Web application that inspired
this project has been commercialized 4 years ago. Section 1 clearly
motivates the design of such application.
XContextual information is used for ratings or rankings
We are ranking source of side-effects, i.e., we prefer Sider and DailyMed
information when available to some information found on DrugBank or DBpedia.
XMultimedia documents are used in some way
Geolocation of a nearby drug store is the most advanced form of multimedia
used in this application. It provides HTML5 geolocation and driving/walking
directives to get to one of 10 closest drugstores.
There is a use of dynamic data (e.g., workflows), perhaps in combination with
static information
There is no use of dynamic data such as workflow or data streams. Up to now
the domain does not apply to such use.
XThe results should be as accurate as possible
Drugs with too many missing values are rejected and not presented to
the end-user.
There is support for multiple languages and accessibility on a range of devices
The use of HTML5 supports the use of the Web application on all devices
connected to the Web. The support of multiple languages has not be addressed
although the used datasets permits it. It would require to that medical experts
in each language, e.g., chinese, japanese.


